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Outline



 

Quick Review on Lecture 1



 

Email Feedback



 

M4: Strategies for Database 
Marketing

o Introduction to Direct Marketing
o Direct Marketing: Traditional Means vs 

Multi-media
o Introduction to Database Marketing
o Database Marketing: Benefits & Usage
o Business Intelligence & Data Mining*
o Data & Text Mining Applications*
o Business Intelligence Video* (from IBM)



 

M5: Business-to-Business
o Introduction (revisit)
o Module Scope (limited)
o Simplified e-Business Process Model



 

M5: Business-to-Business (cont)

o Supply Chain Management
o Traditional vs e-Business Supply Chain 
o Enterprise Resource Planning* 
o Customer Relationship Management*
o Electronic Data Interchange 
o EDI: Costs and Benefits
o Internet EDI*
o From EDI to the Internet*



 

Class Activity 1: Assignment 1 
Discussion



 

Class Activity 2: Reading



 

Class Activity 3: Case Studies – 4x



 

Additional Handouts for L2



 

What’s in Store for Lecture 3
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Quick Review on Lecture 1



 

N-ways Introduction



 

Course Outline: 
- Requirements and Expectation 
- Module Assessment 
- Recommended Books 
- Layout of Course 
- Strategies for Local Lectures 
- Virtual Office Hours



 

Course Delivery Methods



 

General Reference for the 
Course



 

Organization of EBS Website



 

Modules for Lecture 1



 

M1: Introduction to EB



 

M2: Technologies for EB



 

M3: Internet Marketing



 

Class Activity 1: Survey



 

Class Activity 2: Reading



 

Class Activity 3: Assignment 



 

Class Activity 4: Reading



 

Additional Handouts for L1
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Email Feedback



 
Email discussions / 
feedback from 
27 Jul - 10 Aug 2000
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eAvailable Books
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M4: Strategies for Database Marketing 
Introduction to Direct Marketing



 
Direct marketing is about getting the company sales 
message out and have customers responding directly 
to the company. 



 
The key here is that when customer respond to the 
sales message, they do it directly to the company. 



 
The response could be calling a number, faxing an 
order form, returning a coupon to the store, or sending 
an order form through the mail. There are just 
numerous ways this could work. 
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M4: Strategies for Database Marketing 
Direct Marketing: Traditional Means

Traditional Means of Direct Marketing:

Direct Mail 
Mail Drops / Un-addressed Direct Mail 
Alternative Distribution 
Advertising 
 Events 
 Sponsorships 
 Public Relations 
 Inserts and Posters 
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M4: Strategies for Database Marketing 
Direct Marketing: Multi-media



 

Check out Doubleclick.net article on “Ten Tips for Successful Direct 
Marketing Banners on the Web” 
http://www.doubleclick.net/learning_center/research_findings/direct_tips.htm
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M4: Strategies for Database Marketing 
Introduction to Database Marketing



 
Database marketing is a marketing and sales system that 
continually gathers, refines, and utilizes information and 
data that then drives relevant marketing and sales 
communications and programs (like sales calls, direct mail 
pieces, advertising, and more) to selected companies in order 
to acquire new customers, retain customers, generate more 
business from existing customers, and create long-term loyalty. 



 
While direct marketing describes a collection of tactics (such 
as direct mail, advertising, events, fax, email, etc.), database 
marketing describes a way of organizing a company’s entire 
marketing and sales process. 
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M4: Strategies for Database Marketing 
Database Marketing: Benefits



 

Improve direct marketing department quality and effectiveness


 

Reduce direct marketing costs via development and use of 
analytical and statistical capabilities. 



 

Boost retail traffic and sales


 

Increase leads and sales


 

Increase market share thru customer & site analysis. 


 

Identify new market opportunities


 

Marketing-oriented media budgeting


 

Combat aggressive marketing competition


 

Cut sales force costs

Details of DM Benefits, http://www.dnai.com/~sharrow/db_mktg.html
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M4: Strategies for Database Marketing 
Database Marketing: Usage

Database Marketing can be used to:



 

Find out what characteristics of the best customers have in common so that 
one can target the next programs to prospects that have those same  
characteristics. 



 

Learn which market segments bring the most revenue and which ones bring 
the highest average revenue. These might be very different industries, in which 
case might want to market differently to each one. 



 

Find out what types of industries respond to what types of promotions so as to 
decide where to spend the advertising and marketing dollars the next time. 



 

Identify new customers and create programs that will encourage them to buy 
again.



 

Reward the most frequent buyers and the buyers that bring the highest 
revenue. 

http://www.inet.imarketinc.com/marketing/database/
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M4: Strategies for Database Marketing 
Business Intelligence & Data Mining*



 

Business intelligence (BI) is a broad category of application and 
technologies for gathering, storing, analyzing, and providing 
access to data to help enterprise users make better business 
decisions. 



 

BI applications include the activities of decision support system, 
query and reporting, online analytical processing (online analytical 
processing), statistical analysis, forecasting, and data mining.



 

Data mining is the analysis of data for relationships that have not 
previously been discovered. 
For example, the sales records for a particular brand of tennis racket might, if sufficiently 
analyzed and related to other market data, reveal a seasonal correlation with the purchase by 
the same parties of golf equipment. 

* denotes out of syllabus
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M4: Strategies for Database Marketing 
Data Mining Applications*

Data mining applications include: 



 

Associations, or when one event can be correlated to another event 
(beer purchasers buy peanuts a certain percentage of the time). 



 

Sequences, or one event leading to another later event (a rug purchase 
followed by a purchase of curtains) .



 

Classification, or the recognition of patterns and a resulting new 
organization of data (for example, profiles of customers who make 
purchases). 



 

Clustering, or finding and visualizing groups of facts not previously 
known. 



 

Forecasting, or simply discovering patterns in the data that can lead to 
predictions about the future. 
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M4: Strategies for Database Marketing 
Text Mining & Applications*



 

Text mining is an emerging technology for analyzing large collections of 
unstructured documents for the purposes of extracting interesting and 
non-trivial patterns or knowledge. It can be envisaged as a leap from data 
mining or knowledge discovery from (structured) databases.



 

Text mining system provides a competitive edge for a company to process 
and take advantage of a large quantity of textual information. The potential 
applications are countless. Some examples:

1. Customer profile analysis, e.g., mining incoming emails for customers' 
complaint and feedback.

2. Patent analysis, e.g., analyzing patent databases for major technology players, 
trends, and opportunities.

3. Information dissemination, e.g., organizing and summarizing trade news and 
reports for personalized information services. 

4. Company resource planning, e.g., mining a company's reports and 
correspondences for activities, status, and problems reported. 
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M4: Strategies for Database Marketing 
Business Intelligence Video* (from IBM)



 

Free IBM Business Intelligence CDROM 
http://www-4.ibm.com/software/data/busn-intel/cdrom.html
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M5: Business-to-Business 
Introduction (revisit)



 

Business-to-business implies the selling of products and services 
between corporations and the automation of systems via 
integration. 



 

This category of commerce typically involves suppliers, 
distributors, manufacturers, stores, etc. 



 

Most of the transactions occur directly between two systems. 



 

For example, suppose that an aircraft company wants to build a plane. The plane 
requires parts from both large and small suppliers. goal of e-commerce is to automate 
the entire supply chain. In this example, we call this automation "supply chain 
management" (the process of tying together multiple suppliers of goods to create the 
final product). 

The E-Commerce Book: Building the E-Empire By Steffano Korper and Juanita Ellis, 1999
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M5: Business-to-Business 
Module Scope (limited)

 Supply Chain Management 

Electronic Data Interchange
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M5: Business-to-Business 
Simplified e-Business Process Model

Integrating the value chain with e-Commerce as the enabler 
(adapted from e-business foundation: Roadmap to e-commerce, IBM)
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M5: Business-to-Business 
Supply Chain Management



 

A supply chain is the process of moving goods from the customer order 
through the raw materials stage, supply, production, and distribution 
of products to the customer. 



 

Managing the chain of events in this process is what is known as supply 
chain management. 



 

Effective management must take into account coordinating all the 
different pieces of this chain as quickly as possible without losing any of 
the quality or customer satisfaction, while still keeping costs down. 

SCM for Light-Bulb 
Business
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M5: Business-to-Business 
Supply Chain Management (cont)



 
All organizations have supply chains of varying degrees, 
depending upon the size of the organization and the type of 
product manufactured. 



 
Supply-chain management takes isolated business functions - 
marketing, material management, purchasing, manufacturing, 
and distribution - and allows them to function in tandem. 

An intranet linking supply chain-functions 
(Adapted from ‘Electronic Commerce: A 
Manager’s Guide, 1997)
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M5: Business-to-Business 
Traditional vs e-Business Supply Chain 

Comparison of Traditional 
Supply Chain Solutions to an 
e-business approach (Adapted 
from IBM)
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M5: Business-to-Business 
Enterprise Resource Planning* 



 

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is an integrated information 
system that serves all departments within an enterprise. 



 

Evolving out of the manufacturing industry, ERP implies the use of 
packaged software rather than proprietary software written by or for 
one customer. 



 

An ERP system can include software for manufacturing, order 
entry, accounts receivable and payable, general ledger, 
purchasing, warehousing, transportation and human resources.



 

The major ERP vendors are SAP, PeopleSoft, Oracle, Baan and J.D. 
Edwards. Lawson Software specializes in back-end processing that  
integrates with another vendor's manufacturing system.

For more: read “ERP Systems -- Using IT to gain a competitive advantage” by Shankarnarayanan S 
http://www.expressindia.com/newads/bsl/advant.htm
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M5: Business-to-Business 
Customer Relationship Management*



 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is an enterprise-wide 
software applications that allow companies to manage every aspect of 
their relationship with a customer. 



 

The aim of these systems is to assist in building lasting customer 
relationships - to turn customer satisfaction into customer loyalty. 



 

Customer information acquired from sales, marketing, customer 
service, and support is captured and stored in a centralised database. 
The system may provide data-mining facilities that support an 
opportunity management system. It may also be integrated with other 
systems such as accounting and manufacturing for a truly enterprise- 
wide system with thousands of users. 

For more, read “High-Availability Networks Enable Business-to-Consumer E-Business” by 3COM 
http://www.3com.com/technology/tech_net/white_papers/503057.html
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M5: Business-to-Business 
Electronic Data Interchange 



 

Electronic Data Interchange 
(EDI) is a paperless exchange of 
structured data between two 
computers. 



 

Common forms such as purchase 
orders, shipping documents, 
invoices and many other trading 
documents are replaced by an 
agreed message standard 
format, using electronic means.

The EDI Transactional Flow 
(Adapted from ‘Managing the Supply 
Chain: A Strategic Perspective, 1996)
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M5: Business-to-Business 
EDI: Costs and Benefits

DIRECT INDIRECT

BENEFITS
o Highly efficient use of computers
o Reduce cost of intercompany information 
delivery
o Improved accuracy of information
o Reduced time of information delivery
o Improved efficiency in the areas of:

- order processing
- order placement
- accounts payable/receivable

o Reduced inventory levels

o Availability of staff for other assignments
o Faster, better informed management 
decisions
o Improved project management
o Easier communication
o Increased span of control
o Improved trading relationship

COST
o Potentially high costs to fully integrate 
application systems
o Need to modify/establish procedures
o Need to modify existing systems
o Requires effort/resource to work with 
trading partners
o Potential loss of transaction security

o Disorganisation and lower productivity
o Need to build/maintain redundant systems
o Few managers/staff able to understand the 
technology
o Task forces relatively unproductive
o Need new security procedures and 
products

EDI costs and benefits  (Adapted from ‘Managing the Supply Chain: A Strategic Perspective, 1996)
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M5: Business-to-Business 
Internet EDI*

Paper Order Processing, Traditional EDI & Internet EDI (Adapted from 'Business-to-Business 
Connectivity on the Internet: EDI, Intermediaries, and Dimensions Interorganizational' by Palmer et al.
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M5: Business-to-Business 
From EDI to the Internet*



 

EDI favours the big players, the low entry costs for Internet-based 
trading systems are allowing many large retailers to communicate 
electronically with all their suppliers, irrespective of size. 



 

To remain competitive, organisations are continually faced with 
challenges to improve the efficiency of their operations. 
Companies in the retail industry can no longer rely on improved 
internal processes to be competitive; they have to extend the reach of 
their efficiency to external companies. It is now necessary to 
monitor thousands of external data points and be prepared to 
react quickly and automatically to information across the entire 
supply chain system.

Source: e-Business in the Supply Chain by O'Sullivan et al. 1998 
http://houns54.clearlake.ibm.com/solutions/supplychain/scmpub.nsf/detailcontacts/e_library_splash_page?OpenDocument
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M5: Business-to-Business 
From EDI to the Internet* (cont)



 

Unlike EDI, or other closed systems, anyone can talk to anyone via 
the Internet. In the past certain computers were allowed to 
communicate with other designated machines. This was application- 
to-application technology. The Internet offers person-to-person and 
person-to-application interactivity.



 

There are four key reasons why the Internet has spur e-business in the 
supply chain: 


 

low entry costs; 


 

fast return on investment; 


 

protection of existing investment because EDI can be integrated with 
web technologies; 



 

ease of connectivity (many organisations have seen a return from simply 
setting up e-mail accounts and communicating with suppliers 
electronically).
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Class Activity 1: Assignment 1 Discussion 
Weighting: 20%, Max Words: 2000

It is likely that electronic commerce will affect every organisation in our society. From 
the list below, you are required to choose one type of organisation and write a report 
explaining how you think your chosen organisation is likely to be affected. You must 
include both positive and negative effects. You are then required to identify and 
recommend several ways in which this type of organisation should respond to survive in 
this new economy.

Types of organisation or industries:
A. Banking and Finance
B. IT industries
C. Communications Services
D. Business Services
E. Health
F. Media and Entertainment

G. Retailing
H. Transport
I. Education
J. Manufacturing
K. Agriculture
L. Mining

Suggestion: Start your assignment with “The selected industry for this report is education industry,       
in particular distance learning education industry.”
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Class Activity 2: Reading 
“e-Business in the Supply Chain”
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Class Activity 3: Case Studies (4x) 
“Clickable Corporation”, Chp 7 – Click with Community



 

GeoCities


 

SeniorNet


 

Purple Moon


 

Women.com
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Additional Handouts for Lecture 2



 
1. E-Business in the Supply Chain (IBM Solutions – SC)



 
2. Clickable Corporation: Chapter 7 “Click with Community”



 
3. A Practical Guide to Investing in Internet Businesses**



 
4. Web Server Statistics - JSAIC (Intelligence gathering purposes)

** Full-text of the report is available only on the EBS Website (4.2mb, 300 pages)
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What’s in Store for Lecture 3



 
Module 6. Internet Payments & Banking



 
Module 7. Security Issues in Electronic Commerce



 
Assignment 2 Discussion



 
Case Studies, Discussion



End of Lecture 2

Good Night.
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